
 

ABEY INSTALLATION MANUAL  
 
CLOSET BOWL FIXING PROCEDURE: 
1,It is essential for the installation of the PARK AVE TOILET , two 
piece washdown toilet that the standard pan connector be accurately 
fastened on finished wall at the recommended height as detailed in 
Fig 1. 
2, Position pan and connect with pan connector. Adjust pan position 
if necessary, as detailed in Fig 7. 
 
TANK FIXING PROCEDURE: 
1, Ensure the foam seal is fitted onto the tail piece on the underside of 
the tank as detailed in Fig 7 
2, Lower tank onto closet bowl, allowing the two tank fixing bolt 
protruding below the tank to locate in the corresponding holes in the 
closet bowl. 
3, Fit the plastic wing nuts provided onto the tank fixing bolts which 
are protruding through the closet bowl and gradually tighten the left 
and right hands nuts by hand to evenly secure tank to closet bowl. 
4, Connect water supply and check operation. 
5, Set the water level to the water level mark inside the tank.   
 
TOILET PAN SCREW INSTALL 
AS FIG 2,3,4,5. 
1), Mark the line of pan foot as fig 2, 
2) Look at the fig 3, please drill a nail hole, install               
① (plastic expanding nail) into the hole, fix stand ② (stand) , then 
screw down ③(screw lap) and fix stand ②tightly. 
3) Put on W.C bowl as fig 4. 
4) Look at the fig 5, please screw ④(nail stand) into the orientation 
hole of W.C bowl, then screw ⑤(fix screw for w.c bowl) tightly and 
cover ⑥(nail head). 
Note: Please carefully check if W.C is tight or not after the 
installation. If it is lax, please check if all of fittings is installed 
correctly or not. 

NOTE: All measurements are subject to accepted manufacturing 

tolerances. To ensure complete accuracy please check actual product 

dimensions before drilling for installation. 

The manufacturer reserves the right to change specifications at 

anytime without giving prior notification. 

MAINTANENCE: To preserve the glazed surface, this toilet should           

be cleaned with a mild household detergent or warm soapy water. 

   REFERENCE: Installation shall be in accordance with the 

AS/NZS3500 series of Standards. 
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